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Fate/Zero Volume 1
Under the protection of the gods, a relaxed life with slimes in another world begins! One day, the life of middle-aged
Japanese businessman Ryoma Takebayashi came to a rather sudden and disappointing end. Ryoma had never had a
blessed life, but after his death, three great gods sought his cooperation and reincarnated him as a child in another world
with swords and magic! Receiving a most cordial and divine welcome from the gods, Ryoma decides to live leisurely on his
own in the forest for the time being. Working diligently at magic and hunting, Ryoma’s greatest passion comes to be
researching his tamed slimes?! Training a variety of slimes (some newly discovered), the curtain rises on this easygoing life
fantasy celebrating a second life with kind people in another world!

Don't Rub Yourself Against My Ass
Shinji Souda's not exactly happy about his family's age-old marriage customs, namely the fact that he has to marry a boy!
Will a sudden confession from his bride-to-be, a beautiful boy in his class named Aoi, make Shinji change his mind? This
sweet love story follows the couple through their marriage ceremony, wedding night, life as newlyweds, and even
childbirth! The title story in this compilation is the prequel to Mr. Flower Groom, also being published by Yen Press.

By the Grace of the Gods: Volume 1
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Keitatsu x Ran from the prequel Wild Boyfriend are back again and are inseparably lovey-dovey and hot in love! Soft spoken
megane danshi by day and fierce erotica by night. Featuring some hot springs erotic contact and lots of steamy naked
bodies. Just like love conquers all; can wild sex conquer all?! Boyfriend In Heat takes you on a sexy and erotic wild love ride.
Including Seisuke x Tsubaki from Wild Boyfriend, a continuation of their spontaneous sexy times

Given
It's a battle to the death between the complete human and the strongest vampire! The Wiseman had been using Kou
Amatsuka to bring about his own revival. When he attacks a ferry, can Nina Adelard obtain La Folia's cooperation in order to
save them?!

Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor
"Come on, kill all those bandits for me already!" "No thanks. I don't wanna do any work." My name is Keima Masuda, and
my hobby is spending each day doing exactly nothing but one fateful night, I was summoned to another world where I met
a blonde young girl who I named Rokuko. It seemed that fortune had favored me and I would soon be living a wonderful life
free of work. But even though I'm a guy who loves sleeping more than eating, Rokuko demanded that I help her. "Save my
dungeon! By the way, since you're the Dungeon Master, you'll die too if the Dungeon Core is destroyed." The dungeon only
had one room, and it was already surrounded by bandits. Seriously? It's a checkmate already. I've gotta break out of this
impossible situation so I can stop working and just sleep!

So I'm a Spider, So What?, Vol. 1 (light novel)
The young witch Wadanohara has just returned from a journey across the oceans, searching for a clue to mysteriously lost
memories. But now that she has come home, Wadanohara must begin a new quest to ensure the safety of the ocean
kingdom she hails from, along with her familiars Memoca, Dolphi and Fukami. When a mysterious figure from her past
appears and demands that she leave her ocean home forever, will it be enough to stop Wadanohara from upholding a
family legacy to save her world from an invading force?

How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord: Volume 7
I used to be a normal high school girl but in the blink of an eye, I woke up in a place I've never seen before and-and I was
reborn as a spider?! How could something that's nothing more than a tiny spider (that's me) possibly survive in literally the
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worst dungeon ever? Are there no rules? There should be some rules! Who the hell is responsible for this? SHOW YOUR
FACE!

I Became A Virtuous Wife and Loving Mother in another Cultivation World
Suimei and two of his best friends find themselves mysteriously summoned to another world. There's a cute princess, magic
galore, a Demon Lord that needs to be defeated, and a world that needs to be saved--the works! Too bad Suimei isn't
interested. His friends are all too ready to play the parts of heroes, but Suimei just wants to get home. He has an advantage
as a magician but he's in for a rude awakening when he finds out what actually passes for magic in these parts.

Boyfriend in Heat
A world of sex, magic and old gods awaits and the LaMascares Mansion is the doorway Justin Devereaux has always been
different, and not just in looks from his parents. His interests run to the magical and mysterious while theirs seem very
pedestrian and small. The one thing that has always interested him and frightened them is the LaMascares Mansion. The
mansion has sat long, seemingly empty and abandoned, but Justin feels someone in it watching over him. Peren
LaMascares has been trapped in the mansion on the hill for too many years to count. He needs a LaMascares' heir to free
him and bring about the family's - and world's - dark destiny. He finds that heir in the innocent, unsuspecting Justin. Peren
leads Justin into a world of sex, magic and old gods. Will Justin abandon all the morals he's ever had so that he can have the
lust-filled passion that Peren offers forever?

Horimiya
After defeating the Satanists, the Demon Lord meets White – the oldest of the Holy Women – who also fears the Demon
Lord’s powers much more than she should. Oblivious to this, the Demon Lord works hard to develop Luna’s village. He
begins by building all sorts of non-fantastical facilities, like a field hospital and a hot springs resort, when

Winter Demon
ONE BIG FAT LIE AND A FEW TWISTED TRUTHS Even in his past life, Cid's dream wasn't to become a protagonist or a final
boss. He'd rather lie low as a minor character until it's prime time to reveal he's a mastermindor at least, do the next best
thing-pretend to be one! And now that he's been reborn into another world, he's ready to set the perfect conditions to live
out his dreams to the fullest. Armed with his overactive imagination, Cid jokingly recruits members to his organization and
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makes up a whole backstory about an evil cult that they need to take down. Well, as luck would have it, these imaginary
adversaries turn out to be the real deal-and everyone knows the truth but him!

The Ronin and the Fox
In an effort to obtain the services of the noble demon, Eclipse, Demon Lord Krayon challenges Eclipse and his master,
Raenef, an unlikely Demon Lord in training, to prove they are worthy of each other.

Fruits Basket
Tough guy Ran thought Keitatsu was shy and vulnerable as he longed for him from afar. Then, when a brutal act brings
them together, Ran discovers that he's the one in need of a rescue and Keitatsu is more than he or anyone else can handle!
Sakira's long awaited debut collection features hot couples in the wildest first encounters ever!

Priest Volume 4: Harbinger's Song
Aidan's life with his grandfather in Devil's Ridge worsens. Though his mother puts on a brave face for the sake of her
children, she and Aidan are both aware of Grandfather Patrick's intimate connection with a dark force -- one that the whole
town seems to worship. Aidan's new Sidhe acquaintance, Asher Vane, is a compelling figure, but meeting Asher only ignites
his grandfather's fury and worse. Unable to escape the old man's attention and not even able to leave the house, how will
Aidan protect his family? And can he even trust Asher, who wants to take him away from everything Aidan's ever loved?

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 16
What do you do when your favorite game shuts down? Momonga decided to stay logged in right up until the very end. But
when the servers go dark, he finds himself transported into the game world--and he's been transformed into his skeletal
avatar from the game, awesome magical powers included! But what if he's the villain of his own story?

Luck in the Shadows
FIELD TRIP! After foiling a string of magical dangers, Glenn’s made arrangements for his class to have some well-deserved
R&R–at the beach! The guys may be salivating over the thought of seeing the girls in swimsuits, but it’s not all fun and
games. The shadowy Researchers of Divine Wisdom are scheming behind the scenes, and it’s Glenn’s own students who
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will find themselves in danger. The strange history of new student Re=L Rayford, the youngest Imperial Court Mage, comes
into dangerous clarity!

How to Treat a Lady Knight Right
The monk Hakuin prayed that his first meeting with the demon Fuyu would be his last. Now it seems his destiny is to
partner with the demon for life.

Shadows Rising (World of Warcraft: Shadowlands)
"Parental advisory, mature content, not for children"--Cover.

Mr. Flower Bride
Tohru Honda was an orphan when one day fate kicked her out of the house and onto land belonging to the mysterious
Sohma family. Everything goes well until she discovers the Sohma family's secret, when hugged by members of the
opposite sex, they turn into their Chinese zodiac animal!

Chivalry of a Failed Knight Vol. 5 (light novel)
Yarrow and Duncan's precarious alliance is strained by a third member with reasons that may not be in the best interests of
the kingdom.

Servants of the Serpent
There are four kinds of people Rong Yi hates most in his life: gay, children, trash and sissy. Now he meets all at once. Just
because he saw a picture of a beautiful man, his soul travelled through time and space to a different world. And he found
that the original owner of this body Rong Yi had married, had a husband, and was pregnant with a baby for four years. He
asked to correct the small feet wrapped before, and asked to throw away all the makeups. People thought that he was
stimulated by the marriage of the big brother, but they didn't know that Rong Yi had already changed. He met a gorgeous
man at the shop counter and was surprised to find that he was the beautiful man in the mobile phone picture. He followed
the man carefully, because he thought the man would be the clue for him to come back! But to his surprise, this man is his
husband! ☆About the Author☆ Jin Yuan Bao, a well-known online novel writer, has a strong writing ability. He can control
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many themes such as ancient romance, urban romance and fantasy novels. Jin Yuan Bao's works are rich and his
representative works are The First Corpse Wife and The Legendary Lady.

Lazy Dungeon Master: Volume 1
The fourth Holy Grail War has begun, and seven magi must summon heroes from history to battle each other to the death.
Only one magi and hero pair will remain to claim the grail and have their wishes granted! Kiritsugu Emiya was once an
assassin but now fights in this war to save the world from those who would destroy it with the grail's power.

The Artifact
What do you do when the MMO you’ve run for 15 years comes to an end? Akira Ono didn’t get much of a choice — he woke
up trapped inside the world of his own game in the body of his in-game character: the Demon Lord. With an outcast child as
his sidekick, he tries his best to survive the cruel fantasy world of his own creation, prosecution from the good guys, and of
course, the final boss.

The Dark Earth
Leo Cornelia, also known as the Undefeatable Holy Blade, is hailed as the strongest knight in all the land. It's precisely this
strength that has barred anyone from treating her like a proper woman before—that is, until sorcerer Houli Dent comes
along! He professes his love to Leo out of the blue, but how will she handle being treated like a lady for the first time in her
entire life?

Ash and Echoes
An all-new official prequel novel to Shadowlands, the next expansion for Blizzard Entertainment’s legendary online game
World of Warcraft “The Horde is nothing!” With those infamous words, Sylvanas Windrunner betrayed and abandoned the
Horde she vowed to serve. The Dark Lady and her forces now work in the shadows as both the Horde and Alliance, including
her own sister, Alleria, race to uncover her next move. Struggling to shoulder the crushing weight of leadership, King Anduin
entrusts the void elf and High Exarch Turalyon to uncover Sylvanas’s whereabouts. The Horde now stands at a crossroads.
The various factions form a council, leaving the mantle of warchief to rest. Thrall, Lor’themar Theron, Baine Bloodhoof, First
Arcanist Thalyssra, and many other familiar faces rise to this new challenge. But the threats are numerous, and the distrust
runs too deep. When the council is derailed by a failed assassination attempt on Talanji—the Zandalari queen and a key
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ally—Thrall and the rest of the Horde leaders are forced into action. They empower the young troll shaman Zekhan, still
grieving the loss of Varok Saurfang, with a critical mission to aid Talanji and help uncover the rising threat against her.
Meanwhile, Nathanos Blightcaller and Sira Moonwarden have been tasked by the Dark Lady with a terrifying gambit: to kill
the troll loa of death himself, Bwonsamdi. As Zekhan and Talanji work to save Bwonsamdi, their journey will be a key
turning point in bolstering the Horde against the coming darkness and finding themselves along the way. Failure to save
their allies and the trickster god will surely doom them—but through success, they may rediscover what makes the Horde
strong.

Demon Diary Volume 4
Zagan is feared by the masses as an evil sorcerer. Both socially awkward and foulmouthed, he spends his days studying
sorcery while beating down any trespassers within his domain. One day he's invited to a dark auction, and what he finds
there is an elven slave girl of peerless beauty, Nephy. Having fallen in love at first sight, Zagan uses up his entire fortune to
purchase her, but being a poor conversationalist, he has no idea how to properly interact with her. Thus, the awkward
cohabitation of a sorcerer who has no idea how to convey his love and his slave who yearns for her master but has no idea
how to appeal to him begins.

The Magic in this Other World is Too Far Behind! Volume 1
Bound by fate. Divided by duty. Yenni has never been this far from home. With only her wits, her strength, and her sacred
runelore, the fierce Yirba warrior princess is alone in the Empire of Cresh. It’s a land filled with strange magics and even
stranger people—all of whom mistrust anyone who’s different. But Yenni will prove herself, and find the cure for her father’s
wasting illness. She will not fail. No one warned her about the dragons. Especially not about him. Yet there is something
powerful and compelling about the violet-black dragon known as Weysh. In human form he's muscular, beautiful—and
completely infuriating. What kind of arrogant creature claims a stranger as his Given; as his destined mate? Yenni is no
man’s—or dragon’s—plaything. But other magics must be at work here, because Weysh might just be her best hope at
finding the answers she seeks. Only now Yenni can’t tell if she’s fighting an attraction to a dragon . . . or fighting fate itself.

Wild Boyfriend
What happens when a scientist from a futuristic world reincarnates in a World of Magic and Knights?An awesome MC -that's what happens!A scientist's goal is to explore the secrets of the universe, and this is exactly what Leylin sets out to do
when he is reincarnated. Dark, cold and calculating, he makes use of all his resources as he sets off on his adventures to
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meet his goal.Face? Who needs that Hmmm that guy seems too powerful for me to take on now I better keep a low profile
for now.You want me to help you? Sure but what benefit can I get out of it? Nothing? Bye.Hmmm that guy looks like he
might cause me problems in the future. Should I let him off for now and let him grow into someone that can threaten me..
Nahhh. *kill*

Demon Lord, Retry! Volume 2
Dane Gareis is a wealthy, reclusive young man with a traumatic past, but a spine of steel. When his father is killed in a
mysterious plane crash, Dane carries on the family business and continues his passion for the very antiquity that got his
father murdered -- a golden sarcophagus belonging to an ancient cult known as the Ydrath. Soon, the Ydrath threaten him
as well, and Dane seeks to hire a bodyguard he can trust. Someone who can protect him, and someone who will respect his
boundaries. While he gets the first two, the third requirement falls apart when he hires Sean Harding. Sean Harding is an exdetective with a sixth sense for danger. After his entire unit was murdered in a drug bust gone very wrong, he is a broken
man who thinks only of revenge until he takes the job protecting the Gareis CEO. Sean's attraction to the vulnerable Dane
gives him new purpose, but his past is not escaped so easily, and his sixth sense tells him that there is more to the Ydrath
than even Dane knows. This is the first book in a supernatural/paranormal mysteries series. A lot more to come, including a
graphic novel!

Strike the Blood, Vol. 10 (manga)
“I’ve finally made it.” The Seven Stars Battle Festival is rife with confusion as a result of Akatsuki Academy’s forceful
entrance. Nevertheless, as he prepares to take the stage he’s long dreamed of, Worst One Ikki Kurogane’s heart leaps in
exultation. Even in the face of Akatsuki’s unopposed interference and Stella’s delayed arrival, Ikki swears anew that he will
fight at his absolute best after he meets his first opponent, Seven Stars King Yuudai Moroboshi. However, in a cruel twist of
fate, his brother, Gale Sword Emperor Ouma Kurogane, appears before him. He attempts to hold his own against Ouma’s
overwhelming strength, but in doing so, he’s suddenly assailed by an unknown physical impairment! Is Ouma too powerful
to stop? Is Moroboshi too cunning to defeat? Ikki overcomes duplicitous motives and unshakable doubts alike as he aims for
the top!

The Eminence in Shadow, Vol. 1 (light novel)
"A new star is rising in the fantasy firmamentteems with magic and spine-chilling amounts of skullduggery."–Dave Duncan,
author of The Great Game When young Alec of Kerry is taken prisoner for a crime he didn’t commit, he is certain that his
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life is at an end. But one thing he never expected was his cellmate. Spy, rogue, thief, and noble, Seregil of Rhiminee is
many things–none of them predictable. And when he offers to take on Alec as his apprentice, things may never be the same
for either of them. Soon Alec is traveling roads he never knew existed, toward a war he never suspected was brewing.
Before long he and Seregil are embroiled in a sinister plot that runs deeper than either can imagine, and that may cost
them far more than their lives if they fail. But fortune is as unpredictable as Alec’s new mentor, and this time there just
might be…Luck in the Shadows. From the Paperback edition.

Birth Rite
Expanding on the hit anime and novel series, Fate/Zero is a faithful manga adaptation that also offers extended scenes and
never-before-seen content! Dive into Gen Urobuchi and Shinjiro's prequel to Type-Moon's Fate saga! The fourth Holy Grail
War has begun, and seven magi must summon heroes from history to battle each other to the death. Only one magi and
hero pair will remain to claim the grail and have their wishes granted! Kiritsugu Emiya was once an assassin but now fights
in this war to save the world from those who would destroy it with the grail's power. "It has dynamic, multifaceted
characters, explores great philosophies and themes, and tops it off with large helpings of action. It also has the will to go
deep into dark, psychological territory to improve both its characters and story." -Kotaku

Dark Prince
DON'T RUB YOURSELF AGAINST MY ASS GN Ten years ago, Detective Jin saved Anri from a kidnapping. Anri has grown up
and wants to show his gratitude to the one person who's ever cared about him in an ass loving way. Featuring heated
sexual tensions aroused from a dominating young master and a bara uke detective with some fun time sex toys. In My Ass
Is In Love, Kenji enjoys solo anal masturbation and can't cum without it. One day he's caught by his brother's best friend,
Yuta who wants to join in while sporting a massive hard-on. In the Last Trap comes Liz, the innocent flower with a
charismatic secret side to him. He may look like a fragile uke but is actually a devilish seme with some hardcore S&M
tendencies!

Demon Lord, Retry! (Manga) Volume 1
Still struggling to unite two worlds, fledgling god Mochizuki Touya carries on with his work. The mutants continue to attack
the Reverse World, hungrily devouring the souls of the fallen in service of Yula and the wicked god. And so, it's up to Touya
to teach another set of off-worlders how to pilot the Frame Gears! Hopefully he's not too late Elsewhere, a mystery unfurls
regarding a long-lost prince of a devastated kingdom Perhaps the Mage-King of Isengard has the answers Touya seeks?
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Chaos runs rampant, tearing open the veil upon a story of swords, sorcery, and heterochromia!

Fate/Zero Volume 2
With Diablo learning of a ritual passed down by the Dark Elves that may be able to remove the remnants of the Demon
Lord's soul still slumbering within Rem's body, he tags along despite her insistence to solve her personal problems on her
own (out of concern of course—it has nothing to do with the Dark Elves having gigantic breasts according to the game! RRight?) But a tragic injustice they had suffered in the past looms over them, making the Dark Elves hostile to the other
races. Diablo steels himself for battle as bow and arrow are nocked against him: "Your petty grudges do not concern me.
Obey my orders!" Meanwhile, Shera must marry a male Elf to become the Kingdom of Greenwood’s new queen!? Will the
Elven Kingdom be overthrown by Diablo's great magic!? This is the seventh volume of the adventure of an earth-shakingly
powerful Demon Lord (or at least someone who acts like one) taking on another world!

An Archdemon's Dilemma: How to Love Your Elf Bride: Volume 1
A small blue kobold named Gidgit seeks the escort of Vergence deep into the jungle to find his lost friends. To their shock,
all the other male kobolds have become willing naked sex slaves for a giant Alligator named Deacon, and Verge's father
Byrant. They get captured and indoctrinated to join their ranks to sexually please their masters, with a small pink snake
named Amber pulling the strings from her throne room.

Wadanohara and the Great Blue Sea Vol. 1
Upon wielding an ancient sword that has been passed down through his royal family for generations, Prince Vald is struck
by a curse that turns him into a demon! In search of guidance, Vald appeals to the powerful sorcerer Halvi for help, and the
two set out on a journey to break the curse. However, there is one thing the handsome sorcerer is keeping secret from the
young prince—the raging demon that Vald turns into every night can only be calmed when Halvi satisfies his lust! And so
begins their epic journey in search of clues to break the young prince’s curse. -- VIZ Media

Warlock of the Magus World
Having sold his soul to the devil Belial, now undead former priest Ivan Issacs returns to the American Southwest to exact
revenge from fallen archangel Temozarela and his minions.
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Crimson Spell, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
When Miyamura murmurs an "I like you" to Hori, who's laid up in bed with a fever, is he talking to himself? Or is he actually
confessing to having feelings for her?! Hori is conflicted, but their secret-filled relationship is unmistakably changing little by
little

Overlord, Vol. 1 (manga)
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